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Disclaimer
HYPERBOLIC Arcade Trading and the content in the accompanying tutorials are for informational and
educational purposes only. These materials are not and should not be construed as professional financial or
investment advice, and Hyperbolic LLC is not soliciting any action based upon such material. Trading in
stocks, cryptocurrencies, and forex have large potential rewards but also large potential risk. You must be
aware of and willing to accept the risks in order to invest in these products. Do not trade with money that
you cannot afford to lose. The past performance of any trading system, methodology, or particular trader is

not indicative of future results.
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Please Note:
i) This document is a work in progress and will be revised and updated. For the latest version or to leave feedback about the
tutorials or reference information included herein, please visit the Hyperbolic Arcade Trading forum.
ii) This is intended to be an introduction to basic trading concepts and tools to get started playing Hyperbolic Trading Trainer, and
not a detailed educational resource for trading.

1) Game Objectives
Grow your cash / account as high as possible by:
1) Anticipating which way the price (green and red bars on the chart) will move as time
progresses.
2) Using entry, stop, and exit orders to buy and sell stocks so you can profit from the price
movement.
As your account size increases, so will the amount of risk you can take per trade, meaning you can
take bigger trades to earn more money.
Note about Career Mode:
Career Mode in the Early Access version is based upon day trading. When ‘Start Trading’ is clicked,
the market opens at 9:30am, and each tick / bar represents 5 minutes of time. The day ends when
78 ticks have passed, and any positions that are open at the end of the day will be closed at the
final closing price.

2) How to Read
the Game Screen

①

The game screen is composed of 3 areas:
① The Chart Area
② The Side Bar
③ The Profit/Loss Area

②

③

①

②

③
The Chart Area shows:
① The 3 of 4 letter symbol (‘ticker’) that represents the stock.
② Bars or ‘candles’ that represent the price movement of the stock over time. Each candle represents a five minute
period.

③

①

The chart scrolls to the right as when a single candle / period passes. Each time that the chart scrolls is called a ‘tick’.
There are 78 ticks in a single trading day, so this is the time limit for day trading.
The countdown to the next tick and ticks remaining are shown at the top of the sidebar: ①
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Let’s take a close look at a bar... they are also called candles because they have a body and one or two wicks. The top
and bottom of the candle represents the highest and lowest prices during the period. The top and bottom of the body
represent the open and close prices of the period.
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A green candle means that the price closed higher than it opened and so the open and close prices look like this.
A red candle means that the price closed lower than it opened and so the open and close prices look like this
(Note how the positions of the open and close are reversed.)

②

①
The bars below the price data indicate the volume of trades for each period. The higher the bar, the more trades
were made during that period. Volume gives a sense of the strength of the momentum or price movements & trend.
At the right of the chart are prices for the close of the most recent bar, mouse position, and the price of any triggers
placed on the chart. Left click and drag up or down anywhere on this area to move the chart up and down.

In the Side Bar, below the timer in are the three order triggers. These can be dragged onto the chart area then rightclicked to place orders.
These can be displayed as icons (shown here and recommended for beginner traders) or as the actual trading terms.

①
②
③

In order, they are:
① Up Forecast Icon / BUY or COVER
② Down Forecast Icon / SHORT or SELL
③ Stop Icon / STOP

Click the CXL ALL button below the triggers to cancel any triggers that are set on the chart area.

Next we have information about trigger positions and about orders and live trades.
Risk represents how much money is at risk – i.e. how much you will lose if the price hits the Stop trigger.
Reward represents how much profit you will receive if the price hits the exit trigger.
Entry Price, Stop Price, Exit Price represent the currently set or used trigger price points.
BP used shows how much cash was used to enter the trade (entry price x units).

At the bottom of the Side Bar are the OPTIONS button, which opens the Options Menu, and the PAUSE button which
pauses the game.

3) How To Profit Trading

①

There are just two basic ways to profit from trading:
① Buy low, then sell high or
② Sell high, then buy low
Let’s look at how to do both, starting with Buy low and sell high

Let’s say you think the price on this chart will go up from $5 and reach $6 or higher.
We’ll set up triggers to buy (AKA ‘go long’) if the price hits $5 and to sell at $6, BUT we need to add one very important
step inbetween...

③

Every time we set an entry (buy or sell) order, we also set a ‘STOP’ trigger. The STOP trigger will avoid major losses by
selling all our stock if the price goes down and hits a certain level, thereby exiting the trade. You’ll still take a loss, but
it’s better to take a small, planned loss than a big loss, and no-one knows how far the price could go against you. In this
example, we’ll set the stop at $4.
Let’s go ahead and actually set the orders...

③

Left click and drag the Up Forecast / BUY trigger onto the chart area so the line is at $5.00 and right-click to activate it.
(It doesn’t matter how far to the left or right of the chart you place the trigger.)
Note: A friendly reminder to set the STOP trigger next appears.

③

Drag the Stop Trigger onto the chart area so the line is at $4.00 and right-click to activate it.
Again, it doesn’t matter how far to the left or right of the chart you place the trigger.
... Now when the price hits or goes above the trigger, the stock will be bought and you’ll enter the trade.
The Up Trigger will be replaced with a marker that shows the point of entry.
(The number of stocks bought is automatically calculated to match your risk level. Details in the Managing Risk tutorial!)

Like that!
(Notice how the red SELL button in the right sidebar turns into a Profit-taking button!)

Now drag the Profit-taking / SELL trigger to $6.00 on the chart area and right-click to activate it.
... When the price hits or goes above the trigger, all held stock will be sold.

The chart will continue to tick forward and if the price hits the [Profit-taking] / SELL trigger at $6: * PROFIT!! *
One you’ve entered a position, you can drag and right-click to change the position of the Profit-taking or STOP buttons

Now let’s look at the second way to profit: sell high and buy low.
This works in exactly the opposite way to buy high and sell low.

Let’s say you think the price on this chart will go down from the current price and reach $4 or lower.
We’ll set up triggers to sell (AKA ‘short’) if the price hits $5 and to sell at $4.

③

As with the buying low and selling high, we set an entry trigger – in this case the Down Forecast / Sell Trigger and a
‘Stop’ trigger to limit potential losses.

③

Left click and drag the Down Forecast / SELL trigger onto the chart area so the line is at $4.00 and right-click to
activate it.

③

Now we’ll place the Stop trigger. For long trades, the Stop trigger will go below the entry trigger, but because we want
the price to go down and will lose money if the price goes up, we need to place the Stop trigger above the entry trigger.
In this case, we’ll set the stop at $5.

③

Drag the Stop Trigger onto the chart area so the line is at $5.00 and right-click to activate it.

③

Now if the price hits or passes the entry trigger at $4.00, the stock will be shorted and you’ll enter the trade.
Once that happens, drag the [Profit-taking] / COVER trigger to your target price (e.g. $3.00) on the chart area and rightclick
it.
Drag to
theactivate
Stop Trigger
onto the chart area so the line is at $5.00 and right-click to activate it.
If the price goes on to hit or goes below the [Profit-taking] / COVER trigger, your short position will be ‘covered’ and
* PROFIT!! *

③

Now you know how to profit when the price goes up and when the price goes down.
Drag the Stop Trigger onto the chart area so the line is at $5.00 and right-click to activate it.
To end this tutorial, here are some important details and tips.

③

Now you know how to profit when the price goes up and when the price goes down. To end this tutorial, here
are some important details and tips.
Buying a stock in anticipation of the price increasing is also known as ‘going long’.
Selling a stock in anticipation of the price going down is also known as ‘shorting’. How it works is...
Buying a stock to close a short position is also known as ‘covering’.
You can adjust the stop and exit triggers at any point before and after entering a trade.
You can switch between icons on the triggers and stock trading terms via the Options menu.

Now you know the basics of how to trade,
but you’ll need more than this to grow your account and become a winning trader!
Read the How to Predict Price Movement tutorials to start building your trading skills!

4) Predicting Price Movement

i) Overview
Approaches to Analyzing Stocks
There are two main approaches to analyzing stocks in order to anticipate how the price will move: fundamental analysis and technical analysis.
Fundamental analysis determines stock value by examining underlying details about a business such as earnings, etc.
Technical analysis aims to predict likely price movement by examining patterns in the price movement.
Reading price movement in Hyperbolic Arcade Training depends entirely on technical analysis.

What is Technical Analysis?
Reading / predicting price movement by technical analysis is both a science and an art. The broad techniques that apply to trading stocks also apply
to trading cryptocurrencies and forex (traditional currencies).
There are many indicators that can be used to provide clues as to how the price will move, but no single indicator or combination of indicators is right
100% of the time.
The best approach to technical trading is to try to find situations where a number of indicators converge together. This maximizes the probability of
the price moving as predicted.
The key is to strive to be consistently right most of the time and use risk management to manage losses and ensure that overall profits are greater
than losses.
Click on the links in the following pages to learn more about the technical analysis concepts and indicators used in Hyperbolic Arcade Training. These
are meant as introductions to get you started; there are many more educational resources available on the internet!

PLEASE NOTE: The following links are NOT endorsements of the related services or products.

ii) Key Concepts
Trend
Reading:
Video:

What is a Trend?
Understanding Stock Market Trend Lines

Support and Resistance
Reading:
Video:

Support and Resistance
What are Support and Resistance?

Volume
Reading:
Video:
Video:

Volume Definition
What You Can Learn From a Stock’s Trading Volume
How to Use Volume to Improve Your Trading

iii) Basic Trading Indicators
Moving Averages
Reading:
Video:

Moving Averages
Moving Average Trading - How to use Moving Averages

VWAP (Volume Weighted Moving Average)
Reading:
Video:

How to Trade with the VWAP Indicator
VWAP Indicator: Tips & Tricks for Trading Stocks

Japanese Candlestick Patterns
Reading:
Video:

The Best Candlestick Patterns Every Trader Should Know
The Ultimate Candlestick Patterns Trading Course

iv) Basic Trading Strategies
Breakouts
Reading:
Video:
Video:

Breakout Definition and Example
How To Trade Breakouts (For Beginners)
Trading 212 Trading Strategies: How to Trade Breakouts

Breakdowns
Reading:

Breakdown Definition

Mean Reversions
Reading:
Video:

How To Build A Mean Reversion Trading Strategy
Trend Following VS. Mean Reversion: Which is a Better Trading Style?

5) Risk Management
Taking losing trades in an inevitability in trading. In order to survive losses, they must be controlled. If
a trade does not work out, exit immediately at the planned stop, rather than moving the stop
increasingly lower. You should aim to win more often than you lose and win higher amounts that you
lose. Even a 40% win rate can be successful if the losses are controlled and the total profit from
winning trades is greater than losses.
For this reason, it is good practice to win more than the initial risk amount on each winning trade and
lose no more than the initial risk on losing trades.
More Information about Risk Management:
Risk management techniques for active traders by "Investopedia"
Introduction to Risk Management
Risk:Reward Ratio and Probability

